BEROSE is an online encyclopaedia of worldwide scope, claiming a renewed practice and writing of the history of anthropology, in the wake of the World Anthropologies paradigm.
With an international scientific committee, sixteen research teams and a constantly expanding network of contributors from all continents, BEROSE is an open access digital humanities project that promotes high-quality open science.

**Editorial Board / Research themes**

- History of French Anthropology and Ethnology of France (1900-1980)
- History of German and Austrian Anthropology and Ethnologies
- Histories of Anthropology in Brazil
- History of Dutch-speaking Anthropology
- Anthropology of the South American Lowlands
- History of Colombian Anthropology
- Anthropologies and Nation Building from Cuba and Haiti (1930-1990)
- History of Portuguese Anthropology and Ethnographic Archives (19th-21st century)
- History of Italian Anthropology
- History of Japanese Anthropology
- History of Anthropology in Australasia (1900-2000)
- Anthropological Horizons, Histories of Ethnology and Folklore in Turkey
- Networks, Journals and Learned Societies in France and Europe (1870-1920)
- The Invention of Folk Art (1840-1857)
- History of Ethnomusicology
- History of the Relationship between Law and Anthropology

**Scientific Committee**

- Ira BASHKOW
- Paul BASU
- Claude BLANCKAERT
- Alice CONKLIN
- Regna DARNELL
- Vincent DEBAENE
- Nélia DIAS
- Christian JACOB
- Adam KUPER
- João LEAL
- Benoît DE L’ESTOILE
- Herbert S. LEWIS
- Andrew LYONS
- Jean-Christophe MONFERRAN
- Fernanda PEIXOTO
- Emmanuelle SIBEUD
- George STEINMETZ
- Han VERMEULEN
- Claudie VOISENAT
BEROSE regularly publishes new encyclopaedic articles in several languages (English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian) throughout the year. Its website can be browsed in English and French.
Pluralizing the history of anthropology

As its title suggests, BEROSE International Encyclopaedia of the Histories of Anthropology reflects the diversity of the scholarly traditions concerned. This includes designations as diverse as ethnology or folklore, *Völkerkunde* and *Volkskunde* in the Germanic countries, the Italian word *demologia* or the Greek *laographia*.
All national anthropological traditions and all theoretical currents, be they hegemonic or pushed to the margins, are concerned with this expansion.

In BEROSE, the foreground is shared; no selection criteria exclude the creation of new entries devoted to “minor” anthropologists who may have difficulty finding their place in a stricter, more conventional encyclopaedia or dictionary published on paper.
The awareness of these plural histories is also based on the fact that they are written by researchers from various disciplinary backgrounds, with complementary, sometimes divergent and conflicting ambitions and approaches: whether social and cultural anthropologists or Indigenous researchers; whether representatives of influential traditions or marginalized ones, along with philosophers, historians of science, historians of art and photography, museum curators, etc.
The articles in the encyclopaedia also cover anthropological journals and institutions, as well as a new category created in 2019: anthropological themes, concepts and traditions.
Each biographical or historical article appears in a **topical dossier** containing complementary articles or digital resources on the same subject, such as PDFs from primary and secondary sources, iconographic documents, links to other platforms, etc.
The philosophy of the BEROSE website combines the simplicity of its structure and navigation with the richness of its contents.

Enjoy…

…and don’t forget to subscribe to our Newsletter!

Thank you.
Christine Laurière
Frederico Delgado Rosa